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Newsletter Term 1

MESSAGE FROM OUR
PRESIDENT
Your Committee was very

wear a facemask has been lifted it

less process for recording proof of

is open to members to continue to

vaccination, on odd occasions there

wear a facemask should they pre-

may be an error or omission which

fer to do so.

requires us to request that a mem-

pleased to see more than 50 fa-

ber show their valid proof of vac-

miliar and new faces in attend-

Please note: We are still required

ance at our Welcome Day on 2

to “check-in” electronically using

February 2022 which provided a

U3A Ringwood’s QR codes at Park-

much appreciated opportunity

wood, the Kevin Pratt Pavilion and

to socialize with fellow members

the Scout Hall as these are

once again.

‘community premises’.

Booster Vaccinations

It is also heartening to find that

There is no change to the require-

As you are aware, ‘booster vaccina-

our membership numbers re-

ment that members sanitise their

tions’ are currently available and all

main solid and although some

hands and sanitise equipment at

members are encouraged to have

members from 2021 have not as

the end of each class.

one as soon as practicable after

yet renewed their membership,
this has been compensated by a

Once ‘proof of vaccination’ is rec-

SUMMER SCHOOL WRAP

orded in the U3A Ringwood mem-

RUSSIA’S RECENT HISTORY

present valid proof of being fully

Now that we are no longer required to wear face masks in-

doors, it will improve the personal comfort for many members while attending classes.
Although the requirement to

records are accurate and complete.

wood class.

bers.

ses

important for everyone that our

This will not only provide added
protection for you and other members, but avoid ‘the rush’ to obtain a
booster vaccination should they
become a legal requirement for
attendance at indoor activities such
as at U3A.

It is a requirement that members

ments when Attending Clas-

offended should this occur as it is

they become eligible.

Valid Proof of Vaccination

significant number of new mem-

Changes in Some Require-

cination again. Please do not be

vaccinated against Covid19 (at
least double vaccinated) before
they participate in any U3A Ring-

bership system.it does not need to
be shown again before attending

A very interested Class comprising

classes.

approximately 16 members per
week, were treated to a spellbind-

Although we aim to have a seam-

ing journey through Russia’s recent
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history, commencing with the fall

Aboriginal Leaders in the Colo-

of the Czars, the coming into pow-

nial Era

er of Lenin and the Communist
Party, followed by Joseph Stalin,

Jim Poulter presented a very inter-

Georgy Malenkov, Nikita Khrush-

esting and absorbing class over three

chev, Leonid Brezhnev, Yuri An-

weeks, focusing on Aboriginal Lead-

dropov, Konstantin Chernenko,

ers in the Colonial period.

and Mikhail Gorbachev and then
the Presidents(1991 to the present), namely Boris Yeltsin, Vladimir Putin, Dmitry Medvedev, and
Vladimir Putin.

rolled up to Summer School’s floris-

try classes.
With Covid rampaging and the impact on crowds and expenses that
occurs with school holidays, I felt
like I was once again in lockdown

Due to family commitments, I missed

and these classes provided me with

the first week, but in the second

a sense of escapism. I greatly

week, I was very interested in Jim’s

looked forward to them each week.

account of Simon Wonga-A Man of
Destiny who throughout his life

Margaret’s very thorough research

played such a huge role during the

into this very important, subject

Colonial period, leading the Kulin

was fully evident and each week

people in our part of Victoria. Fur-

she delivered the topics in a most

ther presentations by Jim included

enlightened and interesting way –

Wonga’s Baptism of Fire & Wonga

as well as doing so sequentially

Wins Through at all Odds.

and with complete clarity.

four other lovely ladies and myself

The first week we were welcomed

by our charming tutor, Jeanette,
who introduced us to the basics of
floristry. Jeanette was wonderfully
well organised and well prepared.
She demonstrated a beautiful arrangement of cheerful daisies, fresh
carnations and lush foliage, giving

Both of these underscored just what

very clear instructions. She taught

We all found the Subject absorbing

an important figure Simon Wonga

us how to set up an oasis and pro-

and her knowledge and under-

was in this period.

vided heaps of support and encour-

standing shone through.

The final week focused on William

agement.

All of the members who attended

Barak, another of the most famous

The second week we were shown

have come away with an enlight-

and revered Aboriginal people in Aus-

how to make an extravagant ar-

ened understanding of the recent

tralia. He eventually took over from

rangement of Oriental lilies, Singa-

history of one of the world’s pow-

Wonga, when he became ill with tu-

pore orchids and willow branches.

erful countries.

berculosis.

This was a bigger more flamboyant

Thank you, Margaret.

He was paramount leader of the Kulin
people at Corannderk Aboriginal Re-

Special thanks also to our hard-

serve at Healesville from the begin-

working Secretary, Jeanette Cain.

ning of 1875 until his death in August

Without her wonderful input, the

1903.

Summer School would not have
been the success that it was.

Those who attended these classes
said how much they enjoyed Jim’s

Special thanks also to all of the

knowledge and passion for this early

members who made a contribu-

Victorian History.

tion to the success of this year’s

affair. They were beautiful. I was
noticing that, although the arrangements were basically the same, they
each had subtle differences and reflected the individual personality of

the participant.
Lastly, we learnt the techniques of
wiring Gerberas, cutting, twisting
and stapling flax and looping spear
grass. These displays required more

Summer School.

Richard Prior

skills and concentration.

Alastair McCracken.

Floral Art Class

Overall, it was a lovely experience
withs the added bonuses of good

What a delightful time we had! Every

companionship and a fresh floral

Thursday for three weeks in January

arrangement each week to take
2

home and brighten the house.

This year we are continuing to taste

logical change, of nuclear and envi-

They looked very professional and

lesser-known European wines made

ronmental threat. These brought

I was able to give one of mine to a

from grapes that are more suitable

new preoccupations and new worlds

friend who was unwell. She loved

to the warming Australian climate.

of poetry – from the U.S. and for us,
from Australia. This year we will

it.
With climate change starting to imSo thank you, Jeanette, for all the

continue this journey through the

pact on grape varieties traditionally

time, effort and expertise that you

‘stand out’ poems of our own age.

used for Australian table wines

put into this course. It was greatly

How great they are will be left to us

(shiraz, cabernet and chardonnay),

appreciated.

and to future generations to judge.

many warm climate southern Euro-

In this class we will explore some

Linda Gordon

pean grape varieties are now being

familiar and perhaps some new

grown in Australia ad we are finding

works together in the spirit of John

Vineyards Class by Ron Col-

it interesting to compare the Euro-

Lawley’s wonderful legacy.

lins

pean wines withs the new Australian

The following sums up our Vineyard Summer School Class.
In hindsight the ‘vineyard’ class
should have been listed as ‘ABC
wine’, anything but Chardonnay!

versions.

Music Appreciation

Adventures at the End of a Pen

With the passing of our leader John

The class has grown this year so, although most people in the group
know each other quite well, all were

We decided to meet at my home

asked to introduce themselves in

as we were small in numbers and

one of the following ways:

Covid safe.

“Make it a report by a journalist who
has interviewed you for something

Each week we looked at an alternative to normal warm weather
wines and the class was introduced to white and rose wines
from Mediterranean countries.
We discussed the wines but most
conversation centred on holiday
memories class members had of
travels to these wine regions.

surprising you have done, or a prosecutor in a civil case in which you are
being sued, or your own obituary.”
This is typical of the class exercises
that aim to stretch people’s boundaries by surprise and other tactics.
Themes for classes evolve from the
exciting work that people do in an

Luckily we discovered some chees-

atmosphere where the only things

es from the wine regions as well

disallowed are cliches and the word

and a most enjoyable class was

“should.”

held.

Lawley, it has been necessary to
combine both Thursday and Friday
Music Classes and at our first class
for 2022 all members were asked for
their ideas and thoughts on how the
class should be run. We decided we
would continue with the lectures by
American Professor, Robert Greenberg and during term 1 we will cover
the classical composers of Mendelssohn and Liszt supplemented with
presentations by members, having
started the year with a presentation
on Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture
(most enjoyable but somewhat loud
music with all the cannons and

bells).
At the end of each term, we will
have a session of Class Music where
all members are encouraged to bring
along a piece of music they love and
tell us a little about why it is so.

WHAT SOME OF OUR
CLASSES ARE DOING
IN TERM 1, 2022

Poetry for Pleasure

A Taste Tour of the World of
Wines

poetry and have now arrived at our

Art Appreciation started this year

own twentieth century – a century

with 11 members, which is marvel-

of great wars, of social and techno-

lous. We plan to focus on Australian

Over the past years we have jour-

Art Appreciation

neyed through the centuries of great
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art this term and go on two ex-

Although by class leader Jim Moro-

cursions. We went to Tarra War-

ney’s definition, they were not

ra last week and, after a well-

‘great films’, they were very enjoya-

deserved coffee, examined the

ble and thought provoking which

art of Sidney Nolan. The group

provided some stimulating discus-

will go to the Heide Gallery later

sion.

in the term whilst the weather
stays mild.

If at Parkwood::
•

The U3A classroom/office key
has been returned to our key
cabinet and that the key cabinet is securely locked.

•

The office is locked and its
aircon is off.

•

That you have turned the
alarm system ON after exiting
the building by pressing the
round metal button, above
the card reader, while swiping the access card over the
reader

•

If you do not have your own
access card, that you have
returned the NRCH swipe
card to the reception area of
the North Ringwood Community House

If you like to look beyond what you
see on screen and discuss its various

We will visit the Australian pavil-

nuances, why not give this class a try

ion at the Venice Bianale

(there are vacancies). We are sure

(virtually), and we have started

you will find it mentally stimulating

the practice of bringing a

and enjoyable and well worth your

‘treasure’ to the class to discuss.

investment of few hours on Friday

These ‘treasurers’ are not of fi-

afternoon.

nancial value, but are personal
treasurers to each of us. As ex-

LAST TO LEAVE A U3A

pected, these items promote a

CLASSROOM OR OUR PCH

cussion. We really look forward

OFFICE?

to our Art on Wednesday morn-

There are a few things to check if

There is no need to wait for the
automatic Parkwood front door
to lock if you leave Parkwood
before 3:30PM.

ings.

you are the last U3A person to leave

If at Kevin Pratt Pavilion:

huge amount of interest and dis-

a class (or the office).
Film Appreciation
This class is led by a ‘film afi-

•

Lights and aircon are off

lights are turned off

•

Storeroom doors are closed

•

Windows are locked if they
were opened for the class.

•

•

Room is clean and all rubbish is
in the bins

You have turned the alarm
system ON (as per Parkwood
procedure) and closed all
external doors.

•

Touched surfaces are cleaned
using the anti-viral spray cleaners in the class room

•

cionado’ Jim Moroney. The classes focus is on the message the
film director is trying to convey to
their audience, whether they
have done so successfully, and
whether they have influenced the
way you think about the issues

dealt with in the film.

•

Air con units, equipment and

The classroom and storeroom
doors in U3A areas are locked
when you leave.

To date, we have viewed some
very interesting full length foreign language films with subtitles
(no nudity or sex scenes, but

If at Scout hall:
•

Lights and aircon are off

•

Storeroom and external
doors are locked and driveway gate is padlocked

TERM DATES
LAST U3A MEMBER TO
LEAVE OUR PREMISES?

maybe they are still to come)

If you are the last U3A person to

which deal with ‘the have’s’ and

leave one our leased premises

have nots’ in different societies.

please ensure that:

TERM 1 2022
Term 1 2022 finishes on 8th April
TERM 2 2022
26th April 22 to 24th June 22
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